FILE UNDER ‘RESEARCH SUPPLIERS’
As a marketing communications, creative design or digital agency you already understand the value of consumer insight.
You will also know the role it can play in helping your strategic planning, creative strategy or understanding more about
the motivation, behaviour and emotional connections consumers have with your clients brand or the category in which they operate.
If that is true then we should probably make some time to have a conversation about how The Buzzz could partner with your
agency to achieve this.
Our entire focus is to use consumer research to simplify and clarify marketing decision making and to work with agencies to help
brand owners make more emotionally intelligent decisions.

the

WE WORK WELL WITH AGENCY PARTNERS
We used to work in agencies ourselves so we understand your world. We speak the same language and importantly we ‘get’ what
you need. We also work with independent brand and media planners, change management consultancies and marketing strategy
businesses because we integrate so well as part of a wider agency offer.

SPECIFIC APPROACHES DESIGNED FOR AGENCY PARTNERS
Our focus starts with emotional connections and the nature of relationships consumers have with the brand or product:

INTIMACY
LIKING

ROMANTIC LOVE

COMPANIONATE
LOVE

INFATUATION

PASSION

EMPATHY LOVE
FATUOUS LOVE

COMMITMENT

BRAND LOVE

BRAND TRUST

BRAND STORIES

Is based on the principle that consumers have a relationship with a brand that is the same as human
relationships. We have even applied this to Utility brands to find where the love lies!

We believe that Trust lies at the foundation of any relationship and why should it be any different for
brands? UK consumers are now amongst the most cynical and sceptical in developed economies so the
role of trust is even more valuable today simply because it is becoming harder to find.

We use storytelling archetypes and plotlines a lot. Consumers intuitively get stories and can embellish and
imagine their own for almost any brand – we have applied this approach in categories from health
and personal care to DIY.

We also innovate around the creative process to understand what works and why:

We developed this approach
specifically to ensure consumers
could provide feedback based on
what they recall and how they
relate the communication to others.
As such it is like overhearing
a conversation about your creative.
We focus on the elements
of Persuasion, Information, Saliency
and Storytelling.
We believe it is closest to how
consumers re-tell what they have
seen today, often on social media.
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Sit back and watch the interaction and language when one group relates a new concept or storyboard
to their peers.

Remove the temptation for consumers to praise your work by not showing anything to them but instead
rely on discussion techniques to tease out the good ideas

Give consumers the basic tools and allow their creative imagination to place the brand in the context of
a storyline

If you want to learn by observation then place your consumers in the context of the market and simply
watch and observe

Now video is so much easier and affordable to build into the mix – find new ways to get your consumers
to use video to deliver insights – kids interviewing parents; consumers reporting on service
interactions in the moment!

We can help you find ways to integrate any new insights into both the client and agency teams so that
it lives on long after the research project is forgotten

THE BUZZZ BUSINESS MODEL
We work alongside you. We can be your in house team, the external specialists or just the supplier you use.
We also understand you need to earn as well as learn from our work – we can build in commission;
cost to allow commission to be added or invoice your client directly.

+
Alan Bowman

Will Redding

Our Network

We have a core team which consists of Alan Bowman who leads on any qualitative work and Will Redding who is our lead on
anything survey and statistics led. Alongside our core team are a Network of Partners who have their own specialisms and
allow us to cover international as well as UK markets with coverage in USA, Australia, Asia and across Europe.
We also work online, in the moment, in the store, in the home and in the office.
The Buzzz have worked in partnership with agencies like yours since we opened for business back in 2003.
It is in truth the part of our work we enjoy the most and accounts for around 40% of our business.

If any of this is of interest – our contact details are below.
We value any enquiry and are also happy to
meet with an aim of understanding your work, your agency and your own thinking on the role of
consumer insight. Perhaps we can identify opportunities you may have missed?
You name the place and we can buy the coffees!

Alan Bowman

the
clear simple insight

T: 0113 387 3222
M: 07984 282835

buzzzresearch

